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RULES - Game for 2 to 6 players - 20 minutes of play
OBJECTIVE OF THE GAME - The player with the most points
at the end of the game wins.

COMPONENTES DO JOGO:

back

25 CONTAINERS cards – these cards have the drawing of a garbage
container of a speciﬁc colour. It means it will only accept garbage
of that same colour / category. Garbage categories are:
Plastic and Metal - Yellow
front

Paper and Carton - Blue
Glass - Green

back

Batteries - Red
Organic and Others - Grey
These cards have numbers from 1 to 5. At the end of the game these
cards worth the respective number of points to the player who
owns them.
front

back

5 STOP cards – these cards have a recycle symbol and interrupt the
game sequence each time they are drawn from the pile.
Each player will then receive 5 more GARBAGE cards and the ﬁ rst
player changes clockwise.

180 GARBAGE cards – each GARBAGE card (that players will have
to recycle) has a drawing of one or two garbage types or categories.
If not recycled, meaning players were not able to get rid of them,
these cards will worth -1 point at the end of the game. It is possible
to end the game with negative points.
front
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PREPARATION OF THE GAME
At the center of the table
Shuffle all CONTAINERS + STOP cards into 1 deck. Place this deck in the center of the
table faced down.
During the game,
drawn CONTAINER
cards are placed
here faced up .

During the game,
place here the
recycled GARBAGE
cards.

Shuffle all GARBAGE cards into 1 deck and place it faced down, at the center of the table.
New GARBAGE cards are handed out to players from this deck.

For each player

Each player receives 5 GARBAGE cards randomly, that
will hold in his hand, away
from other players hands.

Next to each player, during
the game, place face up all
the GARBAGE cards that
that player failed to recycle
(worthing negative points)
and all the CONTAINER
cards gained by that player
(worthing positive points).

The youngest player around the table will be the 1st to play.
Each time the 1st player changes, it will change to the next player to the left (clockwise).
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START PLAYING:
Draw 1 card from the CONTAINERS and STOP cards deck
and place it face up in the center of the table.
If it is a CONTAINER card
(of any colour and with any number)

1st player bets any number of same colour GARBAGE cards from it’s hand, in order to gain
that CONTAINER card. To bet, simply take the cards out from your hand and place them
faced up in the table, in front of you. Other players, clockwise, decide if they want to bet.
A player can only bet if it raises by at least 1 the highest bet on the table. Betting can continue for any number of rounds around the table, until all players pass.
The player who bet the highest number of GARBAGE cards wins that bet. It means he managed to recycle his GARBAGE cards. These are placed faced up next to the deck GARBAGE cards. The player keeps the CONTAINER card next to him.
The GARBAGE cards bet by other players (who lost the bet) are placed faced up in front of
each player. This means these players were unable to recycle those GARBAGE cards, which cannot come back to play. At the end of the game, all non-recycled cards
will worth -1 point each.
It is not mandatory for a player to bet. One can pass in a 1st round and come back to betting in a 2nd, if there is a 2nd round. There is no limit to the cards a player can bet.
If no player bets on a given CONTAINER card, this card will remain in the drawn CONTAINERS cards pile, facing up. It won’t be used again.
A new CONTAINER card is drawn.
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If it is a STOP card:
Each player receives immediately 5 new GARBAGE cards
and the 1st player to bet will be the one on the left to the last
starting player. This happens ALWAYS, no matter the STOP
card is the 1st or the last card to be drawn, or that 2 or more
STOP cards are drawn in a row. Players will just accumulate the GARBAGE cards. There is no limit to the number of
GARBAGE cards a player can hold.
If a player spend all his GARBAGE cards, he will have to wait
for a STOP card to come out in order to receive new GARBAGE cards and then come back to betting.
If ALL players spend all their GARBAGE cards, hand out
immediately 5 new GARBAGE cards to everyone.
1st player changes.

END OF THE GAME
Game ends when the last card (CONTAINER or STOP) is drawn from the pile CONTAINERS and STOP cards. Each player counts it’s points. Each CONTAINER card will worth
the respective number of points (positive), and each GARBAGE card in his possession (in
his hand or in front of him, non-recycled) worths -1 point.

-3 points

+ 12 points

Player total
at the end
of the game:
9 points
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